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A zonal nonequilibrium model (ZNM) based on the concept of zonal representation of the nonequilibrium

relaxation times is proposed. ZNM, together with dynamic zone flamelet model, zonal dynamic adaptive

chemistry, and zonal in situ adaptive tabulation, forms the complete framework for nonequilibrium combustion

modeling. The framework is then applied to the modeling of a high-Ma scramjet operating at Mach 12 based on

improved delayed detached eddy simulation with a total of 92.52 million cells. The nonequilibrium effects exerted

noticeable influences on the flow characteristics and engine performance through twomainmechanisms, i.e., cooling

and radical farming. Under a reduced flame temperature, the mixing efficiency increases due to the lower viscosity,

whereas both the combustion efficiency and thrust recede. The Borghi diagram incorporating the compressibility

effect shows that nearly 2/3 of the zones are in the flamelet mode, and the flamelet mode distributes wider under

nonequilibrium.

Nomenclature

A = Arrhenius rate constant, cm3∕�mol ⋅ s�
As = species-related coefficient for vibrational–transla-

tional relaxation time model
Bs = species-related coefficient for vibrational–transla-

tional relaxation time model
Cp = specific heat at constant pressure, J∕�kg ⋅ K�
c = a second conditional variable
D 0 = dissociation energy, J/kg
Da = Damköhler number
Dα, Dξ = mass diffusivities of speciesα andmixture fraction

ξ, m2∕s
dIDDES = length scale in improved delayed detached eddy

simulation, m
eel = electronic energy, J/kg
Fbx = streamwise force, N

H;H0; Ht = absolute enthalpy, formation enthalpy, and total
absolute enthalpy, J/kg

Htr; Hvel = trans-rotational and vibrational-electron-
electronic energy, J/kg

H0 = stagnation enthalpy, MJ/kg
I = streamwise momentum flux, N
Ka = Karlovitz number
Keq = equilibrium constant of chemical reaction

kres = turbulent kinetic energy of the resolved motions,

m2∕s2
ksgs = unresolved turbulent kinetic energy, m2∕s2
L;M;N = numbers of species, reactions, and mesh cell
Mη = conditional diffusion

Ma = Mach number
Mas = subgrid Mach number
_m = mass flow rates, kg/s
_mp = phase change rate, kg/s

n = number density, m−3

P�η� = probability density function with the independent
variable η

Prt = turbulent Prandtl number
p; Pt = static and total pressure, Pa
QT = conditionally averaged temperature, K
QVT = vibrational–translational energy exchange rate,

W∕m3

Qα = conditional mean of mass fraction for species α
Q 0

α = conditional mean of mass fraction fluctuation for
species α

q = dynamic pressure, kPa
R; Ru = gas constant �J∕�kg ⋅ K�� and universal gas con-

stant �≈8.314 J∕�mol ⋅ K��
Re = Reynolds number
S = cross-sectional area, m2

Sij = strain rate tensor, m/s

Sct = turbulent Schmidt number
T; T0 = static temperature and total temperature, K
T 0 = temperature fluctuation, K
Ta = activation temperature, K
Tc;b = control temperature of backward reactions, K

Tc;f = control temperature of forward reactions, K

Tp = Park’s overall temperature, K

Tt; Tv = trans-rotational and vibrational-electron-
electronic temperature, K

t = time, s
U = velocity vector, m/s
ui, u

0
i = the ith-component of velocity and its fluctuation,

m/s
V = cell volume, m3

Wm;Wm;α = molecular weight of mixture and species α, g/mol

Wα = production rate of species α, s−1

Xα = molecular fraction of species α
x = streamwise distance, m
xi = Cartesian coordinate in the ith direction
Yα = mass fraction of species α
Y 0
α = mass fraction fluctuation around the conditional

mean for species α
Yl;α = mass fraction of species α in the liquid phase

y� = nondimensional wall distance
α = species order
β = dimensionless temperature index in Arrhenius

equation

Δ = local filter width of the subgrid turbulence, m

δij = Kronecker delta function

ε = small quantity
ϵ = turbulence dissipation rate, J∕�kg ⋅ s� or m2∕s3
η = sample space for mixture fraction
θ = sample space for a second conditional variable
λe = chemical explosives mode index
ν, νsgs = kinematic viscosity and turbulent viscosity, m2∕s
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ξst = stoichiometric mixture fraction

~ξ; ~ξ 0 02 = mean and variance of mixture fraction

ρ = density, kg∕m3

σ = model constant for vibrational–translational relax-
ation time model, 10−21 m2

τc = time scale of chemical reactions, s
~τij, τij = viscous and Reynolds stress tensor, kg∕�m ⋅ s2�
τk = Kolmogorov time scale, s
τt = turbulence time scale, s
τVT = vibrational–translational relaxation time, s
Φ = global fuel equivalence ratio
~χ = mean scalar dissipation rate, s−1

ΨT;j = turbulent enthalpy flux, W∕m2

Ψξ;j = turbulent species diffusion, kg∕�m2 ⋅ s�
ωα = mass production of species α, kg∕�m3 ⋅ s�
_ω = reaction rate, kg∕�m3 ⋅ s�

Subscripts

inlet = inlet injection
combustor = combustor injection
i, j = different components of a vector
α = species index

Superscripts

∼ = Favre-averaged quantity
− = averaged quantity

I. Introduction

W ITH the increase of flight altitude and Mach number (stagna-
tion temperature), the complexity of physical and chemical

processes in gas increases sharply, successively undergoing vibra-
tional excitation and nonequilibrium chemistry (air dissociation and
ionization). Under high Knudsen number, the role of thermal and
chemical nonequilibrium effects emerges due to the lack of intermo-
lecular collisions [1]. With the increase of stagnation temperature at
higher Mach numbers, the vibrational modes of molecules will be
excited, and various thermal/chemical nonequilibrium phenomena,
such as dissociation and ionization, will occur. At standard atmos-
pheric pressure, the vibrational energy mode is excited when the
temperature is higher than 800K;O2 andN2 begin to dissociatewhen
the temperature is higher than 2500 and 4000 K, respectively,
whereas ionization occurs at a higher temperature. The dissociation
temperature decreases with pressure, implying that nonequilibrium
chemistry is easier to occur at high altitudes. Although most aero-
space vehicles and their integrated engines operate in the non-
equilibrium range, the integrated modeling of nonequilibrium and
combustion is generally rare in the literature, mainly due to the
complexity of multiphysics coupling and the huge computational
cost. Currently, most of the nonequilibrium flow modelings were
applied only to the external flows, e.g., the reentry of space vehicles
[2–4].
For airbreathing hypersonic vehicles with flight Mach numbers

over 8, the nonequilibrium effects on the combustion need to be
considered in the engine design and performance analysis. In a
scramjet, the compression by forebody/inlet shock waves and the
flow deceleration by frictional walls are responsible for the initial-
ization of nonequilibrium. Air molecules can be dissociated or even
ionized in the high-enthalpy postshock regions and boundary layers
but usually have little chance to recombine due to the lack of
intermolecular collisions given the short flow residence time. The
vibrational–translational (V-T) energy exchange strongly relies on
collisions [5]; thus, the status of vibrational excitation will be tem-
porally frozen and carried downstream to the combustor, where the
nonequilibrium may have a significant impact on the ignition, flame
stabilization, and combustion efficiency. It was pointed out that [5,6],
in addition to the direct influence of translational temperature on the
reaction rates, the change in translational energy will affect the
molecular viscosity and, in turn, the turbulent mixing of the fuel.

The reduction in translational temperature retards the lamination of
the shear layer when nonequilibrium effects are taken into account
[7]. Han et al. [7] numerically analyzed the impacts of thermochemi-
cal nonequilibrium on the performance of a model scramjet without
fuel injection, where the vibrational freezing phenomenon was
observed in the combustor; i.e., the vibrational temperature is insen-
sitive to the variation of translational temperature because of the
relatively large vibrational relaxation time in comparison with the
flow residence time. Fiévet et al. [6] analyzed the effect of thermal
nonequilibriumon ignition in scramjet combustors, where a so-called
temperature-inversion-driven flame stabilization was observed. Koo
et al. [5] observed that the vibrational nonequilibrium leads to a
delayed ignition and increase in liftoff distance. Because of the vast
difference in the relaxation time scales of individual species, the
slowly relaxed species provide a continuous source of nonequili-
brium [5].
In addition to the aforementioned nonequilibrium effects, it would

bemore interesting to evaluate the influence of nonequilibriumon the
scramjet performance, including the inlet capture rate, the combus-
tion efficiency of the combustor, and the nozzle thrust. To enable the
internal–external coupled flow modeling, the multiphysics coupling
between the nonequilibrium model and the combustion model needs
to be addressed first. This study aims to establish a zone-based
modeling framework for nonequilibrium combustion and then use
it to evaluate the nonequilibrium effects on the performance of a high-
Mach scramjet. Using the rectangular-to-elliptical shape transition
(REST) experiment [8–10] as the reference case, a full-scale scramjet
with part of the external forebody will be modeled using highly
resolved large-eddy simulation incorporating nonequilibrium mod-
els. The flow characteristics and engine performancewill be analyzed
to reveal the influencing mechanisms of nonequilibrium effects.

II. Physical Models and Numerical Methods

A. Governing Equations

The unsteady and three-dimensional Favre-averaged compressible
reactive Navier–Stokes equations are solved for a set of conservative
variables (ρ, ~ui, ~Ht, ~ξ) [11,12]:

∂ρ
∂t

� ∂ρ ~uj
∂xj

� 0 (1)

∂ρ ~ui
∂t

� ∂ρ ~uj ~ui
∂xj

� ∂p
∂xi

−
∂~τij
∂xj

� −
∂τij
∂xj

(2)

∂ρ ~Ht

∂t
� ∂ρ ~uj ~Ht

∂xj
−

∂
∂xj

�
ρDT

∂ ~Ht

∂xj
�
XL
α�1

ρDα
∂ ~Yα

∂xj
~Hα

�
−
∂p
∂t

−
∂ ~uj ~τij
∂xj

� −
∂ΨT;j

∂xj
(3)

∂ρ ~Yα

∂t
� ∂ρ ~uj ~Yα

∂xj
−

∂
∂xj

�
ρDα

∂ ~Yα

∂xj

�
� −

∂Ψα; j
∂xj|����������������������{z����������������������}

not solved

(4)

∂ρ ~ξ

∂t
� ∂ρ ~uj ~ξ

∂xj
−

∂
∂xj

�
ρDα

∂~ξ
∂xj

�
� −

∂Ψξ;j

∂xj
(5)

~ξ 0 02 � CvarΔ2

�
∂~ξ
∂xj

∂~ξ
∂xj

�
(6)

ρη
∂Qα

∂t
� hρujjηizone

∂Qα

∂xj
� ρη

Dα

Dξ
hχjηizone

∂2Qα

∂η2

� ρη

�
Dα

Dξ
− 1

�
Mη

∂Qα

∂η
� ρηhWαjηi (7)
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p � ρR ~T � ρ

 
Ru

�XL
α�1

Yα∕Wm;α

�!
~T (8)

~Ht � ~H � 1

2
~ui ~ui � ~H0 �

Z
T

0

Cp dT � 1

2
~ui ~ui (9)

Here the bar (−) and the tilde (∼) represent averaged and Favre-
averaged quantities, respectively. The energy equation in enthalpy
form is usually preferred for reacting systems because most of the
chemical energies are expressed in enthalpy forms [13]. The mean

mixture fraction ~ξ and the mixture fraction variance ~ξ 0 02 are obtained
from Eq. (5) and the algebraic gradient model [14] of Eq. (6) to
estimate the probability density function (PDF). Instead of solving

themean species transport Eq. (4) for ~Yα, the four-dimensional Eq. (7)
for the conditionally averagedmass fraction is solved, as described in
the following combustion model section.
According to the Stokes’s hypothesis, which ignores the bulk

viscosity, the shear-stress tensor for aNewtonian fluid is calculated as

~τij � ρν� ~T�
�
2 ~Sij −

2

3
δij ~Skk

�
(10)

where ν is a temperature-dependent kinetic viscosity, and the strain-
rate tensor of the resolved scales is calculated as

~Sij �
1

2

�
∂ ~ui
∂xj

� ∂ ~uj
∂xi

�
(11)

The thermodiffusion (Soret effect), barodiffusion, and mass-driven
diffusion of heat (Dufour effect), subgrid-scale (SGS) species diffu-
sive flux, SGS energy diffusive flux, SGS viscous dissipation, and
SGS fluctuation in the gas state are all ignored.
The turbulent Reynolds stresses τij and turbulent fluxes ΨT;j and

Ψα;j) in Eqs. (2–5) are unclosed and require specific modeling. The

Reynolds stress defined as τij � ρ� ~uiuj − ~ui ~uj� is modeled by the

Boussinesq eddy viscosity hypothesis, where the Reynolds stresses

are proportional to ~Sij,

τij�
�
τij−

1

3
δijτkk

�
|���������{z���������}

deviatoric

�1

3
δijτkk|�{z�}

isotropic

�−ρνsgs
�
2 ~Sij−

2

3
δij ~Skk

�
�2

3
δijksgs

(12)

Here νsgs is the eddy viscosity given by a specified turbulence model,

and ksgs is the unresolved turbulent kinetic energy.

The turbulent enthalpy flux term ΨT;j � ρ� ~ujHt − ~uj ~Ht� is mod-
eled by the gradient diffusion assumption as

ΨT;j � −2ρ
νt
Prt

∂ ~Ht

∂xj
(13)

where Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number. The turbulent diffusion

term for mixture faction Ψξ;j � ρ� ~ujξ − ~uj ~ξ� is also modeled using

the gradient diffusion assumption as

Ψξ;j � −2ρ
νt
Sct

∂~ξ
∂xj

(14)

where Sct is the turbulent Schmidt number. In this study, unity
Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are assumed.

B. Zonal Nonequilibrium Model

To describe the thermal nonequilibrium flow, the two-temperature
model [15,16] is applied by decomposing the internal energy into its
elementary energymodes and then subgrouping the translational and
rotational temperatures into a single trans-rotational temperature

(denoted by Tt), and the electron, electronic energy, and vibrational
energy modes into a single vibrational–electronic temperature
(denoted by Tv). The translational, rotational, vibrational, electronic,
and electron energymodes comprise the total energy. The regrouping
is based on the observation that the combined modes have similar
characteristic times of relaxation toward thermal equilibrium. The
energy equation for Tv is solved by introducing source terms to
quantify the energy redistributions between the trans-rotational
energy mode and the vibrational-electronic energy mode (V-T).
Landau–Teller equation [17] is used to estimate the V-T energy
exchange rate as

QVT � ρ
Htr −Hvel

τVT
(15)

whereHtr andHvel are the trans-rotational and vibrational–electron–
electronic energy, respectively, and τVT is the V-T relaxation time. A
semi-empirical correlation proposed by Millikan and White [18]

(τMW
VT ) and further corrected by Park [15] (τPVT) is used to evaluate

the V-T relaxation time:

τVT � τMW
VT � τPVT (16)

The mixture-averaged V-T relaxation time is calculated from the
value of individual species α weighted by the molecular fraction Xα,

τVT �
P

XαP
Xα∕τVT;α

(17)

More complicatedmodeling is treating the vibrational temperature
of individual species independently, for example, the formulation
proposed by Knab et al. [19] to account for vibrational–vibrational
(V-V) energy redistribution among species. However, the V-Venergy
transfer plays only a secondary role in vibrational energy exchange
[2]. The vibrational coupling between the dissociated air molecules
(e.g., N2, O2, and NO) is known to be strong only if their vibrational
temperatures are nearly identical [20]. Thus, the multivibrational
energy exchange was not considered in this study, whereas a single
vibrational temperature was used for all species. It was also observed
that, when using the single-vibrational-temperature model, the vibra-
tional relaxation time is dominated by nitrogen [6].
The translational–vibrational and vibrational–vibrational energy

exchanges are then coupled with the chemistry. The same reversible
Arrhenius formula as in thermal equilibrium is used to calculate the
reaction rate but with a different controlling temperature that is a
function of the vibrational and translational temperatures. In this
study, the chemistry–vibration coupling is calculated by the Park
T-Tv model [21], where the controlling temperatures of the forward
and backward reactions depend on the type of the chemical reactions,
as listed in Table 1. The Park’s overall temperature [22] is given as

Tp � T0.7
t ⋅ T0.3

v (18)

The vibrational–electronic energy added or removed by chemical
reactions is calculated as

QCV � _ω�D 0 � eel� (19)

where eel is the electronic energy andD
0 is the dissociation energy. A

preferential model [23], which assumes that molecules are more

Table 1 Controlling temperature depending on the
type of the chemical reaction

Reaction type Forward, Tc;f Backward, Tc;b

Dissociation Tp Tt

Exchange Tt Tt

Associative ionization Tt Tv

Electron impact ionization Tv Tv

Charge exchange Tt Tt
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likely to dissociate at higher vibrational energy states, is used to
calculate D 0 to be the dissociation potential scaled by a constant
fraction of around 0.3.
A zonal nonequilibriummodel (ZNM) is developed in this study to

improve computational efficiency for the calculation of V-T relaxa-
tion time for individual species and the nonequilibrium chemistry. In
ZNM, the flow domain is regrouped into a finite number of zones in
terms of pressure, temperature, and mixture fraction to ensure that
they have similar nonequilibrium relaxation times. By using the
concept of zone conditional average, the zone conditional relaxation
time is defined as

hτVTjη; zonei �
101325

hpizone
exp�As�hTtjηi−1∕3 − Bs� − 18.42�

�
� ���������������������

8RhTtjηi
π

⋅
r

σ

�
5000

hTtjηi
�
2

⋅ n
�−1

(20)

The above relationship is defined for the mixture in a conditional
space, and the mean relaxation time is given by PDF weighted
integration:

τVT �
Z
hτVTjη; zoneiP�η� dη

Then the source terms for each vibrationally excited species α can be
calculated as in Eq. (15) by using the mean relaxation time. The
relaxation time for a mixture is defined as τVT;m � 1∕

P�Xα∕τVT;α�
with Xα the molar fraction.

C. Zonal Dynamic Adaptive Chemistry

Zonal dynamic adaptive chemistry (Z-DAC) based on adaptive
zone division is used to improve the pertinence of adaptive chemistry
with the local thermochemical environment. Dynamic adaptive
chemistry (DAC) [24,25] applies different sets of skeletal mecha-
nisms in different regions by freezing the reaction paths and species
that have a weak influence on the target kinetic properties, e.g., igni-
tion delay. The reaction mechanism applied locally is usually the
subset of a detailed mechanism. It can be seen that the key to
achieving an accurate yet efficient application of DAC is appropri-
ately partitioning the computational cells into different groups
according to their similarity in terms of temperature and concentra-
tions of concerned species [26]. In Z-DAC, mixture fraction is
selected to differentiate the mixture composition, and temperature
is used to characterize the reaction activity. Pressure can be added to
the zone division indices if pressure-dependent reactions are
included. Because the reacting statuses with each zone change
dynamically with time, the zone division needs to be updated
dynamically with the time evolution of the flowfield. Because of
the homogeneity of thermochemical states within each zone, smaller
kinetic mechanisms can usually be reduced. Direct relation graph
(DRG) method [27] coupled with error propagation method, i.e., the
so-called DRGEP [28], is used for the on-the-fly mechanism reduc-
tion in Z-DAC. The DRG reduction is scheduled for every specific
interval. Once the flow becomes quasi-steady, the thermochemical
stateswithin each zone become relatively stable, and the frequency of
on-the-fly mechanism reduction can be further lessened, e.g., from
every 100 steps in the flow development state to 300 steps in the
quasi-steady stage.

D. Zonal In Situ Adaptive Tabulation

In this study, a strategy of zonal in situ adaptive tabulation (Z-
ISAT) is developed to increase the successful-retrieval ratio while
maintaining a smaller lookup table through clustering the thermo-
chemical states within each zone. The traditional in situ adaptive
tabulation (ISAT)method [29,30] usually requires excessivememory
and too frequent table maintenance due to the fast-growing lookup
table. In Z-ISAT, the flowfield is firstly divided into a finite number of
dynamic zones according to local thermochemical state parameters,
and then a separate ISAT table is built for each zone. In contrast to the

traditional ISAT implementation with fixed zones but variable ISAT
tables, Z-ISAT has dynamic zones but relatively stable ISAT tables
that do not need rebuilding even when the zone partition changes. In
virtue of the local homogeneity of thermochemical states within each
zone, both the coverage ratio of the lookup table and the ratio of
successful retrievals are improved, and the maintenance frequency of
the ISAT table can be significantly alleviated. Compared with the
fixed ISAT partition strategy, Z-ISAT is especially suitable for highly
transient and spatially heterogeneous combustion fields. The Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) cells included in each zone need to
be updated constantly to keep a strong association between the ISAT
zone and the ISAT table. Because of such a strong association, the
ISAT tables can be stored and reused for restarted modelings and
cases with similar conditions.
A cloud-computation strategy for ISAT is further developed to

improve the dynamic load balance (DLB) among parallel processors.
The communication-free pure local processing (PLP) strategy [31] is
more suitable for relatively stable combustion modeling. However,
the supersonic combustion in scramjets is highly unsteady, and the
transient reaction regions usually evolve in dramatic oscillation [32].
Supersonic combustion has a high Reynolds number, usually of the
order of 105–107, suggesting a much wide range of turbulent fluc-
tuation. Both the oscillation in reacting regions and the fluctuation in
reactive scalars demand frequent maintenance of the ISAT table. The
computational load for such ISTA table maintenance is especially
higher in the combustor, but almost negligible for the inlet and nozzle
with nearly frozen chemistry. The cloud computing strategy divides
the local thermochemical states into two groups, i.e., those frequently
accessed and temporary states. Only the former is stored in the local
ISAT table, whereas the latter are redistributed to the rest idle nodes.
The rule of redistribution is to ensure that each processor is assigned a
pack with roughly the same number of thermochemical states. Here,
the criterion of distinguishing a frequently accessed state is that the
state node in ISAT has been called for more than five times. The
packing and redistribution of temporary states consume bandwidth
and communication time as well. Therefore, the master processor
first draws a global redistribution map counting the number of
temporary states sent out in each processor. Then direct processor-
to-processor (P2P) data exchanges concerted by the redistribution
map are used to avoid the traffic congestion of collective data move-
ment (e.g., gather, scatter, and broadcast), rather than the traditional
gather/scatter operations. The use of a global redistribution map
saves the memory to collect the states in all processors and expedites
the data exchange process. The cloud-computation strategy ensures a
minimum ISAT table containing the most frequently used states, and
thus with a high retrieval ratio, but also substantially moderates the
load imbalance of chemistry solving in unsteady yet heterogenous
supersonic combustion fields.

E. Zone-Based Combustion Model

To effectively decouple the flow and chemistry solving locally,
dynamic zone flamelet model (DZFM) [33–36] is proposed based on
the idea of homogenizing the local turbulence-influenced chemical
status within each zone. DZFM introduces the concept of zone-based
conditional mean asQα � hYαjη � ξ�x; t�; x ∈ zonei, where η is the
sampling variable in the mixture fraction space ξ�x; t�, x is the
physical coordinate, and x ∈ zone denotes that the conditionally
average is restricted to the local zone. The relationship between the
instantaneous mass fraction Yα and the representative mass fraction
Qα is

Yα�x; t� � Qα�η � ξ�x; t�; x ∈ zone; t� � Y 0
α�x ∈ zone; t� (21)

here Y 0
α represents the fluctuation of instantaneous value deviating

from the conditional mean at the current mixture fraction ξ�x; t�.
The conditional fluctuation is zero Q 0

α � hY 0
αjη; x ∈ zonei � 0,

and it yields that the zone averaged fluctuation is also zero

hQ 0
αizone � ∫Q 0

αP�η� dη � 0, where P�η� is the PDF of the distribu-

tion of instantaneous mixture fraction ξ within the zone. Ideally, we
have Y 0

α → 0; i.e., the flamelet perfectly represents the local reacting
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status, which is the concept of representative interactive flamelets

(RIFs) [37]. RIFs approximate the relationship between mixture

fraction and thermochemical state [38], rather than pursuing an exact

asymptotic relationship as in the steady laminar flamelet (SLF). After

eliminating the constraint of the thin flame assumption, unsteady

flamelet models have been successfully applied to supersonic com-

bustion modelings [39–44]. Making the Taylor expansion of the

nonlinear chemical source terms at the conditional mean, the influ-

ence of turbulence on chemistry can be closed on the first-order

moments by neglecting the second- and higher-order correlations

of Y 0
α and T

0 [45]. The small fluctuation assumption is valid for most

cases, except in the localized extinction/re-ignition regions [46],

where the large fluctuations of the reactive scalars at a given mix-

ture fraction value make the second-order conditional variances

hY 0
i Y

0
i jη; x ∈ zonei and conditional covariances hY 0

i Y
0
jjη; x ∈ zonei

nonnegligible. The higher-order moment closure approaches are

extremely computationally expensive for large-scale chemical mech-

anisms because individual equations for all the species–species and

species–temperature (hY 0
i T

0jη; x ∈ zonei) conditional covariances

need to be solved, not to mention the complexity in constructing

submodels for higher-order terms. As an alternative approach, con-

ditioning on multiple variables, i.e., QII
α � hYαjη � ξ�x; t�; θ �

c�x; t�; x ∈ zonei with θ the sample space of additional variable c,
can effectively reduce the fluctuations [47], and then the first-order

closure of the conditional chemical source term remains valid. How-

ever, the transport of multiply conditional mean in the space coordi-

nated by the multiple conditioning variables is apparently complex

and computationally expensive aswell. To resolve this issue, the zone

conditional mean can be extended to be a partially unconditional

mean as Qα � ∫ hYαjη� ξ�x; t�; θ � c�x; t�; x ∈ zoneiP�θ�dθ �
hYαjη � ξ�x; t�; x ∈ zonei, whose fluctuation Y 0

α depends on the

variation range of c within the zone. Through proper refining and

dynamically adjusting the zone, the variation of θ spans a small bin

over the ensemble c space, and the partially unconditional mean Qα

takes advantage of having small Y 0
α while avoiding the construction

of multiply conditional equations. The zone can be divided explicitly

according to multiple variables, zone ≡ fη ∈ �ξ − ε; ξ� ε�; θ ∈ �c−
ε; c� ε�g, with ε a small quantity. By choosing suitable multiple

conditioning variables for the zone division, the fluctuations around

the partially conditionedmean can be reduced in comparisonwith the

traditional singly conditioned mean.
The transport equations with differential diffusion for instantane-

ous mixture fraction ξ and mass fraction of individual species Yα are

∂ρ
∂t

� ∇ ⋅ �ρU� � _mp (22)

∂ρξ
∂t

� ∇ ⋅ �ρUξ� �
�
ρ
∂ξ
∂t

� ρU ⋅ ∇ξ
�
� ξ

�
∂ρ
∂t

� ∇ ⋅ �ρU�
�

− ∇ ⋅ �ρDξ∇ξ� � _mpξl (23)

∂ρYα

∂t
�∇ ⋅ �ρUYα� �

�
ρ
∂Yα

∂t
� ρU ⋅ ∇Yα

�
� Yα

�
∂ρ
∂t

�∇ ⋅ �ρU�
�

−∇ ⋅ �ρDα∇Yα� � _mpYl;α � ρWα (24)

The mass fraction is a conserved scalar describing the mixedness of

reactants havingno chemical source termbutmay varywith the phase

change. To include the differential diffusion effect, the definition of

mixture fraction in the two-feed system can be based on the elemental

mass fractions [48]. In flamelet models, the mixture fraction is only

introduced as ameans to parameterize the fuel-to-oxidizermass ratio,

and its relationshipwith the species is solved on the fly. ξl is the liquid
composition expressed in mixture fraction, and it has ξl �

P
Yl;α,

with Yl;α the mass fraction of species α in the liquid phase. Differ-

entiating Eq. (21), substituting it into Eq. (24), and then combining

with Eqs. (22) and (23) yields

ρ
∂Qα

∂t
�ρU ⋅∇Qα�Yα _mp− _mpYl;α−ρDα�∇ξ�2

∂2Qα

∂η2

�∂Qα

∂η

�
ρ
∂ξ
∂t
�ρU ⋅∇ξ−∇⋅�ρDξ∇ξ�|����������������������{z����������������������}

_mpξl− _mpξ

�

�
�
1−

Dα

Dξ

�
∇⋅
�
ρDξ∇ξ

�
∂Qα

∂η
�
�
ρ
∂Q0

α

∂t
�ρU ⋅∇Q0

α

−∇⋅�ρDα∇Q0
α�
�
−ρDα∇ξ⋅∇

�
∂Qα

∂η

�
−ρDα∇2Qα�ρWα (25)

Taking conditional average on Eq. (25) with the conditions

1) ξ�x; t� � η, and 2) sampling within the local zone x ∈ zone, the
representative flamelet equation for conditional species Qα is

ρη
∂Qα

∂t
� ρhUjηizone ⋅ ∇Qα � Evap � EZFM � ρη

Dα

Dξ
χjhηizone

∂2Qα

∂η2

� ρη

�
Dα

Dξ
− 1

�
Mη

∂Qα

∂η
� ρηhWαjηi (26)

With

Evap � h _mipzone
�
Qα − Yl;α �

∂Qα

∂η
�ξl − η�

�
(27)

EZFM �
�
ρ∂Q 0

α∕∂t� ρU ⋅ ∇Q 0
α − ∇ ⋅ �ρDα∇Q 0

α�
����η
�
zone|�����������������������������������������{z�����������������������������������������}

eY

−
�
ρD∇ξ ⋅ ∇

�
∂Qα

∂η

�����η
�
zone

− h∇ ⋅ �ρD∇Qα�jηizone (28)

Evap represents the contribution from the phase exchange, h _mipzone is
the zone-averaged phase change rate, and for pure liquid droplets

ξl � 1. Because of the inhomogeneous evaporation behaviors of

droplets, the liquid fuel composition Yl;α may vary from location to

location. The implementation of two-phase DZFM requires that the

liquid droplets approximately have the same composition within the

zone. In the above equations, ρη � hρjηi, and zonal conditional

diffusion Mη � h∇ ⋅ �Dξ∇ξ�jηizone. The zone conditional mean of

scalar dissipation rate hχjηzonei is estimated by amplitude mapping

closure (AMC) model [49] with the input of the mean scalar dis-

sipation rate ~χ [50,51], which is calculated including both the

resolved and subgrid contributions:

~χ � Dξj∇~ξj2|��{z��}
resolved

� νsgs
Sct

j∇~ξj2|����{z����}
subgrid

� Dξj∇~ξj2|��{z��}
resolved

� νsgs
Sct

~ξ 0 02

CvarΔ2|�����{z�����}
subgrid

(29)

The local filter length Δ is replaced by the length scale dIDDES of

improved delayed detached eddy simulation (IDDES) in this study.

The second term on the left-hand side in Eq. (26) represents the

convection between flamelets with their neighbor zones and corre-

sponds to the physical picture that the downstream flamelets can

inherit the upstream flamelet status and continue the reactions, which

is the key in reproducing the ignition process and the flame liftoff

distance. The first and second terms on the right-hand side represent

the diffusion in the mixture fraction space caused by scalar dissipa-

tion and differential diffusion. The last term on the right-hand side

characterizes the effect of chemical reactions within each sampling

bin of the mixture fraction space. For supersonic flows typically with

a high Reynolds number of Re∼ 105–107, it has hρDα∇ξ ⋅ ∇�∂Qα∕
∂η�jηizone ∼ ρDαξD

−1∕2
α ⋅Qα ∼D

1∕2
α ∼ Re−1∕2 ≈ 0 and h∇⋅�ρD∇Q

α�jηizone∼ρD⋅Qα∼Re−1≈0; accordingly, the second and third terms

on the right-hand side in Eq. (28) can be neglected.
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In supersonic flows, the density and velocity are primarily influ-
enced by the compressibility (Mach number) while having a weaker
correlation with mixture fraction. Instead of constructing separated
models for hUjηi and hρjηi, the mass flux as a whole can be approxi-
mated by its mean value hρUjηi � ρU assuming mass conservation
across the mixture fraction space. In consideration of the weak
correlation between density andmixture fraction in supersonic flows,
the density fluctuation can be neglected as hρjηi � ρ. Then it yieldsZ

heY jηizoneP�η� dη � heYizone � ρ∂hQ 0
αizone∕∂t� ρU ⋅ ∇hQ 0

αizone
− ∇ ⋅ hρD∇Q 0

αizone � 0 (30)

Equation (30) indicates that the effect of eY is redistributing condi-
tional variables in the mixture fraction space, and the ensemble
redistribution effect is statistically conserved in the mixture fraction
space. Through adaptively updating the zone division to make
each zone corresponds to a narrow subspace of mixture fraction

η ∈ �ξzone − Δξ∕2; ξzone � Δξ∕2�, where ξzone is the mean mixture
fraction within the local zone, Δξ is the spanning bin width of
fluctuations. Further refining the zone division to shrink Δξ,
the PDF in the zone collapses to a Dirac δ function centered at

η � ξzone. Then it has ∫ heY jηizoneδ�η−ξzone�dη�heY jη�ξizone�
0⇒heY jη�ξizone�0, implying that the conditional fluctuation
transport in Eq. (28) can be neglected through dynamic zone adap-
tion. In this study, no liquid evaporation exits; thus Evap can be

ignored. The final governing equation for conditional species in
DZFM can be simplified as Eq. (7). By adapting the zone division,
a local statistically homogeneity of conditional variables can be
satisfied within each zone; i.e., there is no statistical dependence
of the local states on space other than the conditioning variable ξ.
Thus the spatial derivatives of Qα in Eq. (7) can be taken to be zero
within the zone (∇Qα � 0), and only the flux across zones needs to
be taken into account.
The conditional temperature is obtained from the statistically

averaged enthalpy and the conditional species as QT � f�hHjηi;
Qα�. The conditional temperature controls the progress of chemical
reactions within each zone. The statistically averaged enthalpy is
obtained by a historical statistics method, which computes a mass-
weighted average of all of the filtered density function (FDF) in the
CFD cells within the zone and across time steps over one flow-
through time [52]:

hHjηi � 1

n

Xti
ti−n

R
zone �ρ ~HP�η� dVR
zone �ρP�η� dV

(31)

where n is the sampling time steps, and ρP�η�dV gives the filtered
mass within one filter width around η. Such a statistical method is
especially suitable for high-resolution LES and is apparently more
computationally efficient than directly resolving a conditional energy
equation. The compressibility effect can also be accounted for
[40,43]. Similarly, Mη � h∇ ⋅ �Dξ∇ξ�jηizone can also be obtained

through conditionally filtering the mean values using the density
weighted FDF:

Mη �
1

n

Xti
ti−n

R
zone ∇ ⋅ h�Dξ∇~ξ� ⋅ ρP�η� dVR

zone ρP�η� dV
(32)

The mean species mass fractions ~Yα are then recovered by PDF
weighted integration:

~Yα �
Z

Qα�η�P�η� dη (33)

where P�η� is the PDF describing the distribution of instantaneous ξ
within the zone. Here, the β-function PDF is used because of its
continuous shape for integration and the implication of δ-function in
its expression. P�η� is given as a function of the mean mixture

fraction ~ξ and its variance ~ξ 0 02. The mean temperature can be

reversely calculated from the mean enthalpy given the species com-

position ~T � f� ~H; ~Yα�.
The zone is divided according to different indices, as shown in

Table 2. In the DZFM implementation, the domain is divided accord-

ing to ~ξ, ~ξ 0 02 (equivalent to scalar dissipation rate),Ma, as well as the

streamwise distance xi. For ZNM, Z-DAC, and Z-ISAT, p, T, and ~ξ
are used to ensure the local homogeneity of thermochemical states.

For the nonequilibrium cases, T is calculated as Park’s overall

temperature Tp. To unify the zone division, the five indices of p,

T, ~ξ, ~ξ 0 02, Ma, and xi are used for all the models. The streamwise

distances are used to distinguish the flow residence time of the

reacting mixture, and a total of 200 slices are cut in the whole

streamwise direction. The division numbers in the ensemble space

ofp,T, ~ξ, ~ξ 0 02, andMa are 10, 50, 91, 20, and 10, respectively. For ~ξ, a
denser distribution is clustered around the stoichiometric mixture

fraction ξst to better resolve the flame front, e.g., 50, 30, and 20% of

the grid points are laid in the space intervals [0, ξst], (ξst, 2 ξst], and (2
ξst, 1], respectively. The sensitivity analysis for the zone division

numbers has been conducted in the previous studies [36,53], and the

current choice represents an optimization between fidelity and cost.

The fidelity can also be confirmed by the flow consistency across the

zones, i.e., no apparent aliasing for the mean variables. The zones

divided by different indices intersect with each other, causing irregu-

lar and even discontinuous island-like regions. Those zones contain-

ing no CFD cells are deactivated in the current time step, with the

corresponding zone flamelets temporally frozen. The total activated

zone number varies with the flowfield and it is usually between

20,000 and 50,000 in this study. The zones are constantly updated

to match each one with a narrow yet fixed subspace coordinated by

the multiple zone division indices, in order of satisfy the DZFM

premises, i.e., local homogeneity and small fluctuation.

F. OpenFOAM-Based Solver: Amber

The computation is conducted by a combined CFD package

Amber, where the flow in three-dimensional spatial coordinate is

solved by an OpenFOAM [54]-based solver AstroFoam, whereas the

combustion and properties decoupled from the flowfield are solved

by an in-house solver Multidimensional Burner (mBer). AstroFoam

is designed for aeronautics and astronautics applications with the

ability to model supersonic flow based on a low-Mach corrected

hybrid KNP/central scheme [55–57], which can accurately resolve

turbulence away from shocks while maintaining stability near the

discontinuity. The combined solver Amber has been extensively

validated for a wide range of combustor modelings [24,25,36,

58–62]. Through a flow-chemistry-property decoupling strategy,

mBer is designed to treat the chemistry and property computation

in the multidimensional thermochemical state-space coordinated by

zone-averaged pressure, conditional temperature, and conditional

species (p −QT −Qα). The ingredient models in mBer, i.e., DZFM

[33,35,36,63–65], ZNM [66], and ISAT and DAC [67], have been

validated in previous studies. A shared-memory protocol for data

exchange [68] has been developed to enable a convenient coupling of

mBer with other closed-source flow solvers (e.g., FLUENT [69]).

Such a shared-memory approach was not used in the current study as

a direct code integration can be realized for the open-source flow

solver AstroFoam [54].

Table 2 Unified zone division for
DZFM, ZNM, Z-DAC, and Z-ISAT

Reaction type Zone division indices

ZNM p, T, ~ξ

Z-DAC p, T, ~ξ

Z-ISAT p, T, ~ξ

DZFM ~ξ, ~ξ 0 02,Ma, xi
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Figure 1 shows the coupling between the flow solver and the zone-
based models. The flow equations and the zone-based models are
solved in a segregated way at each time step, and no subiterations are
required. The cell-based data obtained by the flow solver are aver-
aged over each zone and passed to the zonal models, where the
conditional means are PDF-weighted averaged over each CFD cell
and fed back to the flow solver in the form of unconditional means.
The flow solver solves the Navier–Stoker equations together with
turbulence-related equations, i.e., IDDES based on Spalart–Allmaras
(S-A) background RANS model [70] in this study. The zone-based
conditional equations for species are solved with chemical source
terms integrated by a CHEMKIN-II module [71]. The conditional
temperature is obtained using a statistics method rather than directly
resolved. Then the conditional relaxation time τVTjη is calculated
based on the conditional species, conditional temperature, and zone-
averaged pressure. Assuming a β-function PDF dependent of the

mean mixture fraction ~ξ and its variance ~ξ 0 02, the mean species mass
fraction, mean relaxation time can be directly calculated from the
PDF integration of their conditional values. Already having themean
relaxation time, the energy equations for total enthalpyH and vibra-
tional–electronic energy Hvel can be solved. The translational–rota-
tional enthalpy Htr is related as Htr � H −Hvel. Then the mean
temperatures, i.e., T, Ttr, and Tvel, can be iteratively computed given
the mean enthalpies and the mixture composition.
The Z-DAC and Z-ISAT models are coupled with DZFM to speed

up the solving of chemistry in the state space. Although the integra-
tion of chemical reactions has been significantly alleviated by clus-
tering them from cell-based to zone-based, a large amount of
chemical ordinary differential equation (ODE) systems roughly with
the size of 50;000 × 91 (zone numbermultiplied by the discretization
number in η space) are still required to be resolved. Because all the
models share the same zone division topology, the total computa-
tional load is associatedwith the zone number.Once the zone division
has been updated, the load is rebalanced among processors by
allocating each processor with a similar number of zones. The
information of chemical states can then be directly passed from the
DZFM module to the Z-ISAT and Z-DAC modules for the assigned

zones, without interprocessor communication anymore. The mecha-
nism reduction in Z-DAC is conducted based on the representative
chemical states of the current zone, which is given as the flamelet
information in the η-bin corresponding to the zone-averaged mixture
fraction. The coupling of Z-ISATand Z-DAC can also be referred to
as Z-TDAC [67]. The speed-up ratio of Z-TDAC increases with the
increase of zone number and chemistry complexity.Under the current
zone division, around 10% improvement in computational efficiency
was achieved by Z-TDAC compared with the pure DZFM imple-
mentation, even with the additional data communication budget.

G. Experimental Case

In this study, themodeledREST scramjet has a desired flightMach
number of 12 and a dynamic pressure of q � 50 kPa, corresponding
to an altitude of 36 km. The modeled geometry, including the planar
forebody, as shown in Fig. 2, has an entire length of 1.435 m. The
forebody has a length of 500 mm and is slightly wider than the inlet
capture area. The 476.2-mm-long inlet section extends from the
leading edge of the body to the throat. The lip of the inlet sidewall
turns inward and closes completely, respectively, at 129.3 and
339.6 mm downstream of the inlet leading edge. The isolator section
consists of two parts, i.e., the 29.67-mm-long former transiting from
the inlet into an elliptic shape and the 25-mm-long latter with a
constant-area elliptic shape. The total geometric compression ratio
of the inlet is 6.61. The combustor section is connected to the isolator
with a 1.25-mm-deep circumferential backward step. In the model-
ing, the combustor section is inclined with a 6° angle to redirect the
flow toward the actual vehicle direction. The combustor section
consists of a 161-mm-long constant-cross elliptical duct and a 121-
mm-long diverging part at an expansion ratio of 1.6°. The nozzle
section has a constant conic area expansion ratio of 5.
The inlet injection and combustion injection are combinedly used.

The inlet injection is made of three 45°-inclined 2-mm-diam port-
holes on the backside of the compression surface at 755 mm down-
stream of the leading edge. The three inlet injectors are all located at
the same streamwise plane with a spacing of 12.5 mm. Five 0.8-mm-
diam injectors are positioned along the lower-half perimeter at the
combustor entrance (1015.1 mm from the leading edge). Three of the
five injectors are placedwith one centered upon the centerline and the
other two on either side with a spacing of 6.75 mm. The remaining
two are placed horizontally on either side of the wall. The combustor
injectors were inclined 45° to the local wall normal. The total fuel
mass flow rate of 1.75002 g∕s is split 29/71 between the inlet
injection and the combustor injection to achieve a combined global
equivalence ratio of Φ � 1.24, which is calculated accounting for
both O2 and O. The test conditions of the air crossflow and the
hydrogen stream are summarized in Table 3.

H. Numerical Configurations

The 1.435-m-long domain, including both the external and internal
regions, is meshed with 92.52 million unstructured cells by using
the Cartesian cut-cell immersed boundary (IB) method [72,73],
which firstly generates a background Cartesian mesh and then cut
the volume by the immersed boundaries into nonstaggered cells,
e.g., tetrahedral, wedge, and pyramid cells. Because only those
regions near the boundaries and corners are meshed by irregular-
shaped cells, while most of the internal domain is meshed by

Fig. 1 Flow-chemistry-property coupling in Amber.

Fig. 2 Geometry and dimensions of the REST scramjet with planner forebody.
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hexahedrons, the overall mesh quality is usually excellently good,

even for complex geometry with shape transition as in this study. The

mesh is adaptively refined and clustered around the injectors by a

growth ratio of 1.03. The maximum cell size is 0.8 mm, and the

minimum size around the injectors is 75 μm. The boundary layer is

meshed by 15 inflation layers with a total thickness of 1 mm, and the

first near-wall layer of a dimensionless wall distance of y�<1. High-
quality uniformhexahedral grid cells are used formost of the domain,

while tetrahedron, wedge, or pyramid cells filled only in large-

curvature regions. Mesh quantity analysis shows that cells in

99.4% of the domain volume have skewness less than 0.5, and cells

in 99%of the domainvolume have orthogonal quality larger than 0.5.

To verify the grid dependence, three additional mesh sets with 23,

40.48, and 59.38 million cells are generated by relaxing the limits of

the maximum cell size.

The combustion chemistry is modeled by the 13-species and 33-

step hydrogen combustion mechanisms developed for supersonic

combustion modeling by Jachimowski [74]. To model the nonequili-

brium chemistry of atmospheric air, a five-species mechanism [75–

77] with three dissociation reactions for diatomic species and two

exchange reactions involving NO is added to Jachimowski’s mecha-

nism. It is noted that the reactions in the nonequilibrium air chemistry

have been duplicated in Jachimowski’s combustion mechanism.

However, their coefficients are calibrated for different purposes,

i.e., one for combustion while the other for air dissociation. The

original coefficients were all retained to model the different reacting

behaviors of air. The reaction-rate coefficients for the nonequilibrium

air chemistry are summarized in Table 4. The ionization of air species

is only activated at a very high temperature, for example, in the

postshock region of a crossflow over 10 km∕s [7]. For the current

study, with most of the temperature below 4000 K and a maximum

velocity of 3.6 km∕s, ionization can be safely ignored. The equilib-

rium constants to determine the backward reaction-rate coefficients

are calculated as a polynomial function of temperature [78],

Keq�exp�A⋅Z5�B⋅Z4�C⋅Z3�D⋅Z2�E⋅Z�F�;
withZ�ln �104∕T� (34)

Themolecular viscosity is calculated byBlottner’s viscositymodel

[79], and the thermal conductivity is given by Eucken’s formula [80].

Specific heat and enthalpy are calculated by temperature-dependent

curve-fit models [81]. The vibrational and electronic enthalpies are

calculated based on their characteristic temperatures and the degen-

eracy degree of electronic level [2]. The mass diffusivities of indi-

vidual species are calculated using the chemical kinetics package

CHEMKIN-II [71] based on aCHEMKIN-format transport database.

The mixture-averaged transport properties are calculated by the

modified Wilke’s mixing law [82,83]. The thermal and mass diffu-

sion fluxes are given by Fourier’s law [84] andmodified Fick’s law to

ensure that the sum of the diffusion mass fluxes is zero [85].
Fixed pressure, temperature, velocity, and mixture compositions

listed in Table 2 are specified on the inlets of the crossflow and the

fuel jets. It is assumed that the incoming air is in vibrational equilib-

rium, and both the translational and vibrational temperatures are set

to equal to the static temperature. A RANS-type turbulent inlet

boundary condition is specified on the inlets, and a nominal turbu-

lence viscosity is specified as νt∕ν � 1. The walls were given a

nonslip, isothermal boundary conditionwith a fixedwall temperature

of 300Kbecause the experimental test time is short enough to prevent

the viscous heating from taking effect. The open boundary condition

is applied to the nozzle exit, where zero gradients are used for the

outflow, and the environmental flow conditions are specified for the

backflow.
The modelings were performed by the supersonic flow and com-

bustion solver Amber. The convective fluxes are discretized using a

low-dissipative hybrid scheme [55–57], combining the dissipative

KNP scheme [86] with the nondissipative central scheme [87]. A

third-order low-dissipation discretization schemeSSD [88] is applied

for spatial discretization. The time step is advanced by the second-

order Crank–Nicolson scheme [89].
MPI parallel computations based on domain decomposition were

performed in TianHe-3E cluster composed of Phytium FT1500a

CPU cores with a base frequency of 1.8 GHz. All the computations

were conducted with 512 decomposed partitions assigned on 512

cores. The time step is limited both by amaximumCourant number of

0.5 and a user-specified maximum time step of 5 × 10−8 s, which is
roughly 1/10–1/20 of the chemical time scale in intense combustion

regions. The flush through time (FTT) is defined based on the length

of the combustor flow-path length (1.435 m), and the initial flow

speed of the vitiated air crossflow (3630.2 m∕s) is 0.395 ms. The

modeling case with 92.52 million cells takes 8 × 24 × 500 CPU

hours to ensure at least 4 FTTs for the data sampling and statistics.

Table 3 Summary of test conditions and corresponding
flight conditions

Quantity Test condition Flight condition

p, Pa 1176.6 398.66

U, m/s 3630.2 3678.41

T, K 386.79 243.71

ρ, kg∕m3 0.010507 0.00569

Ma 9.183 11.75

q, kPa 69.23 38.55

H0, MJ/kg 7.01 7.01

Re 1.695 × 106 1.34 × 107

YN2
0.72845 0.767

YO2
0.18372 0.233

YNO 0.082728 0

YO 0.005102 0

_mH2 ;inlet, g/s 0.502635 ——

_mH2 ;combustor, g/s 1.246795 ——

T0;H2
, K 298 ——

MaH2
1.0 ——

Table 4 Nonequilibrium chemistry employed for atmosphere air

Reaction: kf � ATβ exp�−Ta∕T� A, cm3∕�mol ⋅ s� β Ta, K

Dissociation

O2 �M � 2O�M 2.000E� 21 −1.50 5.950E� 04

N2∕1.0∕O2∕1.0∕NO∕1.0∕N∕5.0∕O∕5.0∕
N2 �M � 2N�M 7.000E� 21 −1.60 1.1320E� 05

N2∕1.0∕O2∕1.0∕NO∕1.0∕N∕4.286∕O∕4.286∕
NO�M � N� O�M 5.000E� 15 0.00 7.5500E� 04

N2∕1.0∕O2∕1.0∕NO∕1.0∕N∕22.0∕O∕22.0∕
Exchange

N2 � O � NO� N 6.400E� 17 −1.00 3.840E� 04

NO� O � N� O2 8.400E� 12 0.00 1.940E� 04
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III. Results and Discussion

Figure 3a compares the predicted and measured static pressure on
the body side for the equilibrium and nonequilibrium cases. The
nonequilibrium combustion modeling needs to resolve additional

equations for the trans-rotational energy and vibrational–electronic
energy, aswell as the relaxation between them, and the computational
cost increases by around 40%.Grid independence is conducted based
on the equilibrium combustion model for its relatively lower compu-
tational cost. Fourmesh setswith 23million cells, 40.48million cells,
59.38million cells, and 92.52million cells are tested in this study. As

the mesh is refined, the mean relative errors to the result of the finest
mesh (92.52 million cells) are 3.5, 2.9, and 2.2%, which drop almost
linearly with the characteristic grid size defined as the cubic root of
the mean cell volume, as shown in Fig. 3b. The small error indicates
that a grid convergence has been achieved, and the results of the finest
mesh are used for the following analysis. The current LES predic-

tions, whether based on equilibrium or nonequilibrium combustion
models, agree well with the experimental data [9]. And the general
trends are in accordance with the previous RANS modeling [9],
which also incorporated the thermal nonequilibrium effect. The
reflected shock wave impinging on the body side at x � 0.96 m
causes a secondary pressure peak. Between x � 1.1 and 1.2 m, both

the previous RANS prediction [9] and the current LES predictions
reproduce a double-peak profile, where both are arisen by the reflec-
tions of compression wave due to flow redirection, and the heat
addition strengthens the second. The current predictions match the
measurement better in the latter part of the combustor and the nozzle.
The sudden drop at x � 1.3 m is due to the geometry expansion.
After incorporating the nonequilibrium effects, the peak drops

slightly and agrees better with the experiment. In the inlet, isolator,
and nozzle, the nonequilibrium prediction is lower than the equilib-
rium predictions.
Figure 4 compares the contours of key variables of the reacting

internal flow assuming thermal equilibrium or nonequilibrium. As
seen, significant differences exist between the two types of flow-
fields, emphasizing the importance of including the thermal non-
equilibrium effects in the modeling of hypersonic combustion. The
most notable difference is that the equilibrium temperature T is

around 200 K higher than the trans-rotational temperature (Tt) in
the combustor. Most of the flame temperature is higher than 2300 K
in the equilibrium case, while only 2100 K in the nonequilibrium
case. This is mainly because the energy transfer from trans-rotational
energy to vibrational–electronic energy acts as a role of cooling. Then
the weakened exothermic reactions further reduce the increase of Tt
[90]. The flame stabilizes further downstream than in the equilibrium
case, which has been reported in the previous DNS study [90]. The
abrupt rise in vibrational–electronic temperature is slightly delayed
than that of trans-rotational temperature because the thermal relaxa-
tion takes some time. The addition or deduction of kinetic energy is
only from the trans-rotational energy; thus, the flow expansion in the

nozzle causes a noticeable decrease ofTt, but no immediate influence
on Tv. Tv needs some relaxation time to reach equilibrium with Tt

again, but apparently, the nozzle is not long enough to contain the
whole relaxation process. The energy transfer between trans-
rotational energy and vibrational–electronic energy is negligible for
Tt < 800 K, and therefore the rise in Tv is insignificant before the
inlet. The near equivalence of Tt and T in the equilibrium case
suggests that the air capturing of the inlet should be less influenced.
In the inlet and isolator, the increase in stagnation enthalpy in the
boundary layer activates the vibrational–electronic energy mode,
whose cooling effect moderates the thickness of the enthalpy layer.
With a thinner boundary layer, the locally increased dynamic pres-
sure around the jet leads to a lower jet-to-crossflow momentum flux
ratio and consequently a lower jet penetration depth. For this, the
threadlike high-temperature region before the combustor injection is
slightly thicker in the equilibrium case. From the comparison of
Mach contours, the cooling effect has shown an observable allevia-
tion in thermal choking. The shock impingement causes several
boundary detachments. All those subsonic near-wall regions shrink
under nonequilibrium. Because of the nonequilibrium cooling effect,
the subsonic region in the upper mixing layer of the combustor
caused by the heat addition shrinks as well and moves slightly
downstream.
Chemical explosives mode analysis (CEMA) originated from

computational singular perturbation (CSP) algorithm [91] was con-
ducted to distinguish the chemical explosive mode and dissipative
(relaxation) mode. Eigendecomposition of the chemical source term
Jacobian yields the chemical modes. The reciprocal of the eigenvalue
λi represents the time scale of the ith mode and was used to distin-
guishmultiscale (fast/slow) dynamics. CEMA can be considered as a
special version of CSP that focuses on the fastest mode, which
corresponds to the eigenvalue λe with the largest magnitude. Follow-
ing [92], negative λe corresponds to the relaxationmode, where chain
termination reactions dominate and consume existing intermediate
species; positive λe defines the explosive mode, where the chain
branching steps must be overall exothermic and overbalances the
chain termination steps. Both the relaxation mode and explosive
mode drive the reacting system toward chemical equilibrium (with
λe � 0). Figures 4f and 4g show the signed log-scaling of the CEMA

variable, sign�λe� × log10�1� jλej�, where a minimum of 1 s−1 is
added to filter out the chemically inactive zone denoted by jλej < 1.
From the current modeling, no explosive region (λe > 1) of signifi-
cant size has been identified in the reacting field. The explosivemode
usually occurs in the transient ignition process. However, judging
from the trajectory of the fuel stream, the ignition regions in hyper-
sonic flow have been highly stretched by the crossflow to be thin yet
long, thus significantly relaxing the reaction progress and explosive-
ness. The wide distribution of negative λe denotes that postignition
and diffusion-controlled chemistry occurs in most of the flowfield.
Intense oxidation reactions and also chain termination steps dominate

in the reacting shear/mixing layer as denoted by λe < −107 s−1. After
incorporating the nonequilibrium air chemistry, air dissociates under
high temperature even without the fuel, as in the threadlike regions

with λe< − 107 s−1 before the combustor injection. Those additional
air dissociation regions act as the role of radical farming [93], which

Fig. 3 a) Streamwise mean static pressure on the body side; b) grid convergence behavior.
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intensifies the downstream reactions as evidenced by the larger λe
magnitude. Even with the help of radical farming, the leaner OH

suggests an overall degenerated reactivity due to the nonequilibrium

cooling effect. According to the Tv contours, the cooling effect

becomes prominent only after the diverging part of the combustor,
before which the wider OH distribution highlights the positive effect

of the radical farming in initiating hydrogen oxidation. In both cases,

the inlet-injected hydrogen initiates chain reactions near the inlet

cowl, but a stable ignition was not achieved until reaching the down-
stream injectors, whose flame then merges gradually with the upper

one to form a bifurcated flame. NO is mostly consumed before the

latter part of the combustor in the equilibrium combustion, whereas a

large amount remains in the nonequilibrium case.
Both the heat addition due to combustion and the kinetic energy

transfer due to flow compression/expansion can disturb the thermal

equilibrium. From Fig. 5, the V-T relaxation time between the vibra-

tional and translational energy modes (denoted by τVT) is 4.2 ms for

the low-pressure and low-temperature external flow, where the exci-

tation of vibrational mode has not been activated due to the low
collision frequency and collision energy among molecules. Behind

the precompression shock surface of the inward turning inlet, Tt
increases, and the flow becomes thermal nonequilibrium. The V-T

relaxation time decreases from 1 to 0.1 ms in the inlet and isolator
sections. Given the large relaxation time, the flow maintains non-

equilibriumwhen entering the combustor, where a complex coupling

between the nonequilibrium effect and turbulent combustion needs

to be addressed in the modeling. With the heat addition from

the combustion, Tt increases more drastically over Tv, aggravating
the nonequilibrium, but, on the other hand, reduces the cross-

sectional averaged V-T relaxation time to be less than 0.1 ms inside

the combustor. In the reacting shear/mixing layer with a high

Tt > 1600 K, the V-T relaxation time decreases to a much lower

value of the order of 10−5 s, which implies that a local thermal
equilibrium status can be established. As observed from Figs. 4b
and 4c, the difference between Tt and Tv gradually vanishes toward
the diverging part of the combustor, which indicates that a short
period of thermal equilibrium has been established there. Never-
theless, when entering the nozzle, Tt decreases due to the kinetic
energy transfer and deviates fromTv once again.With the decreasing
Tt, the relaxation time increases from 0.05 to 0.8 ms, which means
that the nonequilibrium status was frozen until the outlet, considering
the extremely short flow residence time in the nozzle. The production
rate of vibrationally excited molecules and atoms from diatomic air
molecules (i.e.,N2 andO2) is proportional to the number density. The
recombination reaction requires the presence of a third collision
partner and is therefore proportional to the square of density [94].
The recombination of dissociated molecules nearly stops during the
nozzle expansion as the density drops significantly [95]. Thus the

Fig. 4 Contour of a)T in the thermal equilibriumcase, and contours of b)Tt and c)Tv in the nonequilibriumcase. Contours of d)Machnumber, f) signed
log-scaling ofCEMA,h)OHmass fraction, and j)NOmass fraction in the nonequilibriumcase. Contours of e)Machnumber, g) signed log-scaling ofCEM

eigenvalue λe, i) OH mass fraction, and k) NO mass fraction in the equilibrium case.

Fig. 5 Streamwise variation of V-T relaxation time in the nonequili-
brium case.
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nozzle gas will remain dissociated when being injected into the
freestream.
Figure 6 shows the quasi-one-dimensional performance analyses

along the streamwise direction. The final mixing efficiencies are 90
and 96% for the equilibrium and nonequilibrium cases, respectively.
The mixing efficiency is higher after the inlet injection, and a differ-
ence of around 6% was reached after the combustor injection. In the
direct numerical simulation (DNS) study of supersonic jet flame [5],
the presence of nonequilibrium was also observed to shorten the jet
breakdown distance. It was concluded that the lower Tt reduces
viscosity and leads to improved mixing through alleviating the
lamination of the reacting shear/mixing layer [5].
Though with higher mixing efficiency, the final combustion effi-

ciency in the nonequilibrium case is 66%, which is lower than the
80% in the equilibrium case. The fact that Tt is lower than T in the
equilibrium case should be mainly responsible for the weaker reac-
tivity. Another factor contributing to the reduced combustion effi-
ciency is that the incorporation of nonequilibrium air chemistry
produces radicals that are not fully recombined in the flow path.
For example, there remains rich NO in the diverging part of the
combustor in Fig. 4k. Those radicals containing H and O further
deplete the available hydrogen or oxygen that can be converted to the
final product H2O. The weaker reactivity further leads to delayed
flame stabilization [5]. From Fig. 6b, the inlet-injected fuel was
ignited early in the equilibrium case to form an abrupt rise in the
combustion efficiency, which is in accordance with the richer OH
concentration before the isolator in Fig. 4h. Because of the radical
farming, the nonequilibrium case gains a deflagration immediately
after the combustor injection, but the reactivity then recedes with the
increase of Tv. The previous RANS modeling [9] with vibrational
nonequilibrium effects turned on predicted a final combustion effi-
ciency of 84.87% and a final mixing efficiency of 98.87%. Because
the perfectly stirred reactor combustion model was used in the
previous RANS modeling [9], thus the value of 84% could be over-
predicted. However, both the current LESmodeling and the previous
RANSmodeling predict combustion efficiencies of over 80%, which
is the minimum requirement to achieve thrust for access-to-space
applications [96].
The total pressure in Fig. 6c is calculated accounting for the

temperature-dependent variation of specific heat:

Pt � p ⋅ e
R

Tt

T

Cp�T�
RT dT

(35)

Under high stagnation temperature, the ideal isentropic relationship

to determinePt givingp;Ma, and assumed specific heat ratio γ is not
valid anymore because the gas specific heat may vary significantly

with temperature. The streamwise profiles of Pt loss coefficient are

much similar for both cases, with the final total pressure loss of 98.5

and 99%, respectively. The only discrepancy between x � 0.86 and
1.14 m can only be attributed to the Rayleigh heating caused by the

early ignition. The cooling effect of the rise in Tv in the boundary

layer noticeably delayed the ignition of the inlet-injected fuel. The

fact that Tv is of the same level as Tt in the diverging combustor

indicates that the nonequilibrium cooling effect has become more

significant. The higher reactivity in the equilibrium case causes a

marginal increase in the total pressure loss.
The streamwise impulse force function in Fig. 6d is defined as the

summation of pressure force and streamwise momentum flux

I � �p� ρu2x�S. The difference in streamwise impulse gives the

streamwise forceFbx � ΔI according to the conservation ofmomen-

tum. The domain includes both the external and internal flow, where

the moment is not conserved for the external flow because part of the

flow has slipped away from the open boundaries. After the inlet

injection, the nonequilibrium cooling effect suppresses the thicken-

ing of the boundary layer, which is equivalent to enlargement of the

flow-through area; therefore, the streamwise impulse has a small rise

before the isolator. Most of the thrust is produced in the mildly

diverging combustor and the wide-angle diverging nozzle. Higher

thrust is produced in the equilibrium case at the nozzle exit as more

heat of combustion has been released to energize the engine.
As listed in Table 5, negative specific impulses of −611 and

−365 s are produced under the equilibrium and nonequilibrium

conditions, respectively. The mass capture rate is less influenced by

the equilibrium simplification, and the current value of 58 g∕s is

close to the previous RANS prediction of 59.82 g∕s [9]. The fuel

supplying rate is automatically maintained at a unity equivalence

ratio. After being precompressed by the inlet bow shock wave, the

pressure at the isolator is raised to around 13 kPa for both cases. The

ratio of peak pressure to the isolator pressure has an 8.7% drop from

2.9 to 2.7 when the nonequilibrium effect has been taken into

Fig. 6 Quasi-one-dimensional performance indices along the flow path: a) mixing efficiency, b) combustion efficiency, c) total pressure loss coefficient,
and d) streamwise impulse force.
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account. Because of the weaker pressure rise, the inviscid thrust,

i.e., the thrust produced by surface pressure on the engine walls,

decreases from 25 to 20 N with the presence of nonequilibrium. The

viscous drag due to friction decreases from 35 to 26 N under the

nonequilibrium condition because the molecular viscosity decreases

with the reduction of the flame temperature. A negative net thrust of

−14.438 N was also reproduced in the previous RANS prediction

[9], where the inviscid thrust is 17.805 N and viscous drag is

−32.243 N. The previously predicted inviscid thrust of 17.805 N is

comparable with the current nonequilibrium prediction of 20 N

because both of them underpredict the pressure compared with the

equilibrium prediction. The previously predicted frictional drag

agrees better with the equilibrium prediction, probably because their

combustion efficiency was closer.

Figure 7 shows the relative energy for the first 20 proper orthogo-

nal decomposition (POD) modes for the temperature fields [97]. As

seen, the first mode is dominant over the others, especially for the

equilibrium case, where the first mode energy takes nearly one-third

of thewhole and doubles that of the nonequilibrium case. This shows

that there exist large-scale unsteady and more energetic coherent

structures in the equilibrium case. The mode energy decreases more

gently with a reducing difference from the second mode, indicating a

stochastic flame behavior. Figure 8 shows the first 4 POD modes for

the two cases. The first PODmode for the equilibrium case shows the

main reaction regions, which fill the combustor and extend into the

nozzle to continue the residual reactions, causing a persistent rise in

combustion efficiency. The second POD mode of the equilibrium

case indicates those high-temperature spots, including the reacting

shear/mixing layer in the inlet-injected fuel jet wake and the discon-

tinuous “streaks” in the diverging combustor where the two jets

merge. The high-temperature region before the combustor injection

is not due to combustion but caused by the reflected shock wave.

Figures 8c and 8d show the stochasticmovement of the flame streaks,

where intense combustion reactions controlled by the mixing take

Table 5 Overall engine performance under
equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions

Global performance Equilibrium Nonequilibrium

Air captured rate, kg/s 0.057568 0.057904
Fuel flow rate, kg/s 0.0017494 0.0017494
Inviscid thrust, N 24.5919 20.0092
Viscous drag, N −35.0812 −26.2696
Net thrust, N −10.4893 −6.2603
Combustion efficiency 0.79942 0.66219
Isolator pressure, kPa 13.1298 12.9083
Peak pressure ratio 2.9372 2.6825
Specific impulse, s −611.1962 −364.7819

Fig. 7 Relative mode energy of the first 20 POD modes.

Fig. 8 The first four POD modes in the a–d) equilibrium and e–h) nonequilibrium cases.
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place intermittently. The first POD mode in the nonequilibrium case

shows that steady reactions occur in thewake of the two fuel streams,

which attach to the upper and lower walls, respectively. Those weak

steady reactions correspond to the initial chain reactions under fuel-

rich conditions. The subsequent three POD modes are visually

similar because the combustion is nearly premixed and more homo-

geneous due to the increase of the effective Reynolds number under

the nonequilibrium condition. Although having sufficient mixing,

the nonequilibrium cooling effect substantially reduces the flame

temperature and quenches the flame in the nozzle, whereas the

burning persists there for the equilibrium case.

Figure 9 counts the activation ratio of the reactions and the

mechanism size in each zone during the Z-DAC reduction. The

nonequilibrium air chemistry (O2∕N2∕NO dissociation reactions

and NO exchange reactions listed in Table 3) is only included in

the nonequilibrium modeling and was retained in most zones with

activation ratios larger than 98.6%. As seen, the first 13 reactions

related to the oxidation of hydrogen are almost entirely retained.

The reactions involving H2O2 (numbers 14–20) are only activated

in regions with rich H/O/OH/HNO radicals, with activation ratios

of around 77% in the equilibrium cases. The activation ratio of

H2O2-related reactions is higher (93%) in the nonequilibrium cases,

probably because H/O/OH/HNO radicals are abundantly produced

when including air dissociation and cannot be completely consumed

under lower flame temperature. TheHNO- andNO2-related reactions

become important only at a temperature higher than 1800 K [98],

which can be easily satisfied in high-Mach combustors; therefore,

they were highly activated. Historical statistics in Fig. 9b show that

1) for the nonequilibrium case, 92.8% of the zones retain the com-

plete mechanism with 38 reactions and 5.7% have a reduced mecha-

nism with 31 reactions, and 2) for the equilibrium case, 74.5% of

the zones retain the complete 33 reactions, and 20.2 and 2.4% of the

zones adopt 26- and 29-step reduce mechanisms, respectively.

Because of the good mixing and the radical farming effect, the

nonequilibrium case has more probability of retaining the complete

mechanism. Small subsets of the full mechanisms are more fre-

quently used in the equilibrium case, suggestingmore heterogeneous

combustion, as also evidenced by the flame streaks in the POD

modes.

Figure 10 shows the variations of major species extracted from the

zone flamelets along the line connecting the combustor injector and

the nozzle exit, i.e., x � 1.03, 1.13, 1.23, 1.33, and 1.43 m. The

variations show the evolution of flamelets from a mixing status to

nearly complete burning status. Figure 10a is probed in the jet wake,

where the pure mixing was complete while the reactions were just

started. Because of the radial farming [93] of O atoms from the

upstream air dissociation, the initial chain reactions occur more

quickly in the nonequilibrium case and produce more H2O. Soon
afterward, the more intense combustion in the equilibrium case

consumes all the available oxygen and produces more H2O than

the nonequilibrium case, as shown in Fig. 10b. In Fig. 10c, the

continue reactions deplete the oxygen atoms from NO and convert

them to the final products H2O, which is the reason why little NO is

left in the latter part of the combustor in the equilibrium case while

much more NO remains in the nonequilibrium case in Figs. 4i–4k.

Following the physical picture of Eq. (7), the mixing proceeds along

with the reactions. With the entrainment of fresh air, the residual

hydrogen was consumed by the replenished oxygen as in Fig. 10d,

and NO is regenerated under the conditions of high temperature

(>1800 K) and abundant oxygen in the equilibrium case, but still

in lower concentration than the nonequilibrium case. The reacting

status in Fig. 10e is similar to Fig. 10d except with more replenished

oxygen, indicating a nearly frozen chemistry in the nozzle, where the

temperature drops due to the flow expansion. Although the air

dissociation and NO exchange reactions are also included in the

original hydrogen/oxygen combustion mechanism, the changes in

reaction coefficients do influence the reaction path and induce differ-

ent reacting behaviors.

Fig. 9 a) Activation ratio of reactions and b) statistics of mechanism size in DAC.
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Figure 11 statistically analyzes the turbulence–chemistry interac-

tion (TCI) modes in the DZFM zones based on Borghi diagram [99].
The Damköhler number (Da) is defined as the ratio of the turbulence
time scale τt and characteristic time of chemical reactions τc,
i.e., Da � τt∕τc. When calculating the turbulence time scale based

on LES data, it is necessary to include the resolved part of the
turbulent fluctuation kres [100], i.e., τt � �kres � ksgs�∕ϵ, where

ksgs is the SGS kinetic energy and ϵ is the turbulence dissipation rate.
The characteristic time of chemical reactions τc is calculated as

the reciprocal of the CEMA index. The Karlovitz number Ka is

defined as the ratio of the characteristic time of chemical reactions
to the smallest turbulence time scale (Kolmogorov time scale),

i.e.,Ka � τc∕τk, where the Kolmogorov characteristic time is given

by τk � �ν∕ϵ�1∕2, with ν the kinetic energy. Accordingly, there is the
relationship for the Reynolds number, Re ~�τt∕τk�2 � Da2 ⋅ Ka2.
According to Ka and Da, the TCI relationships can be divided into

threemodes [99,101], i) flamelet modewithKa < 1 andDa > 10, ii)
thin reaction zone mode with 1 < Ka < 100 and Da > 10, and iii)

slow chemistry mode with Ka > 100 and Da < 10. The boundaries
for those TCI modes are marked as the bold lines in Fig. 11. Under

high Mach number, the flame speed is increased by a factor of�������������������
1�Ma2s

p
due to the compressibility enhanced reaction rate

[101]; thus the bold lines in Fig. 11 translate upward. Assuming a
typical fluctuation of around 10% in supersonic combustion

[101,102], the subgrid Mach number Mas is taken to be 1.2, and

the corresponding boundaries are marked as the dashed lines. Under

weak compressibility assumption, more than 2/3 of the zones are in
the flamelet mode assuming fast chemistry, 4–7% of the zones are
in the thin reaction zone mode, and less than 27% of the zones are
in the slow chemistry mode. The compressibility effect drives the
mode toward the regimes of thin reaction zone and slow chemistry,
where the finite-rate effect becomes dominant over mixing. Despite
the compressibility effect, the large portion of the flamelet mode of
nearly 2/3 indicates that even for the hypersonic combustor with an
extremely high incoming Mach number, the hydrogen reaction rate
is still mostly faster than the local mixing time scale. For hydro-
carbon-fueled supersonic combustion, the flamelet mode would
usually decrease significantly to be less than 20% [103]. The high
stagnation temperature downstream of the inlet further facilitates
the air dissociation and hydrogen oxidation. Although with lower
overall flame temperature, the flamelet mode distributes wider
in the nonequilibrium case, probably owing to the good mixing.
Moreover, as indicated by the larger magnitude of the CEMA
variable for the nonequilibrium case, the radical farming effect of
the air dissociation speeds up the reactions and drives the turbulent
combustion toward the flamelet mode. The nonnegligible portion of
slow chemistry implies that there is a wide range of turbulence–
chemistry interactions that cannot be treated by the generic flamelet
model, which treats the whole domain as a global zone [38]. The

Reynolds number in the hypersonic combustor is as high as 106, so
the Kolmogorov length scale is in the order of microns, which
means that the DNS cost of hypersonic combustion is still currently
unaffordable.

Fig. 10 Variation of major species from the combustor to the nozzle.

Fig. 11 Borghi diagram of turbulence–chemistry interaction modes in the DZFM zones: a) equilibrium case, and b) nonequilibrium case.
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IV. Conclusions

This study proposed a ZNM based on the concept of zonal repre-
sentation of the nonequilibrium relaxation times. ZNM, togetherwith
DZFM, Z-DAC, and Z-ISAT, forms the complete framework for
nonequilibrium combustionmodeling. Based on the concept of zonal
conditionalmean, a four-dimensional transport equation in the spatial
and moment space is constructed. By satisfying the local homo-
geneity and small fluctuation assumptions, the equation can be
closed with no spatially dependent terms within the zone as well as
the first-order chemical source closure. Moreover, if the two-phase
effect is coupled, a local homogeneity assumption of the droplet
composition is required. All the above three assumptions can be
satisfied through dynamically adapting and refining the zones based
on multiple division indices. The framework is then applied to the
IDDESmodeling of a full-scale scramjet operating atMach 12with a
total of 95.52 million cells.
Both the heat addition due to combustion and the kinetic energy

transfer due to flow compression/expansion can disturb the thermal
equilibrium. TheV-T relaxation time becomes less than 0.1ms inside
the combustor,where a short period of thermal equilibrium statuswas
established. Given the large relaxation time ofmore than 1ms and the
extremely short flow residence time, the gas remains nonequilibrium
and dissociated in the rest domain.
The nonequilibrium has two effects on the flow, i.e., the cooling

effect caused by the energy transfer from trans-rotational energy to
vibrational–electronic energy and the radical farming effect added by
the air dissociation. The cooling effect caused an overall lowerTt and
can alleviate the thermal choking. After incorporating the nonequili-
brium air chemistry, CEMA indicates that air dissociates under high
temperature even without the fuel before the combustor injection.
Those additional air dissociation regions intensify the downstream
reactions through radical farming. Even with the help of radical
farming, the overall reactivity still degenerates due to the cooling
effect, as indicated by the leaner OH.
The nonequilibrium cooling effect increases the mixing efficiency

from 90 to 96% by reducing the fluid viscosity but also brings down
the combustion efficiency from 80 to 66%. POD analysis indicates
that large-scale unsteady and more energetic coherent structures
exist in the equilibrium case, whereas more homogeneous combus-
tion in the nonequilibrium case due to the good mixing. Quasi-one-
dimensional thrust analysis shows that higher thrust is produced in
the equilibrium case as more heat was released, whereas the inlet
mass capture behavior is less influenced. Negative specific impulses
were produced for both cases.
Because of the good mixing and the radical farming effect, the

nonequilibrium case has more probability of retaining the complete
mechanism. Small subsets of the full mechanisms are more frequently
used in the equilibrium case, suggesting more heterogeneous combus-
tion. The compressibility effect drives the TCI mode toward the
regimes of thin reaction zone and slow chemistry. Despite the com-
pressibility effect, the large portion of the flamelet mode of nearly 2/3
indicates that even for the hypersonic combustor with an extremely
high incomingMach number, the hydrogen reaction rate is still mostly
faster than the local mixing time scale. Although with lower overall
flame temperature, the flamelet mode spans wider in the nonequili-
brium case, owing to the good mixing and the radical farming.
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